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I. INTRODUCTION

Ethiopia and Eritrea have fought several bloody wars since the early 1960s. In 1952, Eritrea, a former Italian colony and later British protectorate, was federated as an autonomous unit with Ethiopia.1 Following the dissolution of the federation in 1962, Eritreans fought Ethiopia for thirty years and gained their independence in 1993.2 Between 1998 and 2000, the two countries fought another devastating war, which culminated in

the defeat of Eritrea. In the decades following the war, Ethiopia and Eritrea, locked in an intractable stalemate, pursued coercive and destructive policies: While Eritrea provided training and financial and arms support to all guerrilla liberation fronts fighting against Ethiopia, Ethiopia employed an aggressive containment strategy to isolate the Eritrean capital, Asmara—lobbying for several sanctions against Eritrea diplomatically.

In 2018, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed came to power following a protracted popular uprising against the Tigray People Liberation Front (TPLF) dominated regime in Ethiopia. Subsequently, Eritrea normalized its relationship with the federal government in Addis Ababa but continued its animosity with TPLF and directly participated in the civil war in the northern part of Ethiopia, supporting the federal government of Ethiopia. The Eritrean soldiers were accused of committing various massacres and sexual violence in Tigray, a regional State

---


In a bid to monopolize power, Abiy presented himself as a “reformer” and implemented unprecedented changes, including releasing political prisoners, lifting media restrictions, welcoming exiled political parties back into Ethiopia, and making “peace” with neighboring Eritrea. These changes and corruption charges largely targeting former Tigrayan leaders exacerbated the tension between Abiy’s administration and TPLF. In November 2020, the TPLF attacked the northern command of the Ethiopian National Defense Force (ENDF), and Ethiopia descended into a catastrophic civil war.
administered by TPLF. However, the relationship between Ethiopia and Eritrea deteriorated after the Ethiopian government and the TPLF signed a Cessation of Hostilities Agreement in South Africa. Presently, tensions are escalating, and another full-blown war seems on the horizon. This time the conflict centers around Ethiopia’s access to the Red Sea.

On October 13, 2023, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed Ali, in a televised speech to the parliament, declared access to the Red Sea is an “existential” matter for Ethiopia and that he would “use force” to free his landlocked country from its “geographic[] prison.” Eritrea, however, dismissed Abiy’s speech as “excessive and perplexing to all concerned observers” and accused him of actively preparing for a potential war, deploying soldiers around Assab, a Red Sea coastal area forty-five miles from the Ethiopian border.

Although these statements and actions have not yet resulted in an outright war between Ethiopia and Eritrea, they have reignited the longstanding dispute over Assab and Ethiopia’s direct access to the Red Sea. This Article addresses the need for a peaceful resolution of this dispute within the framework of international law. Accordingly, the Article scrutinizes the


12. See Kinyua, supra note 11; see also Omer, supra note 9.

13. See Omer, supra note 9.
legitimacy of Ethiopia’s claim for access to the Red Sea in light of several adjacent areas of international law including the law of State succession, international law of treaties, and the law of the sea.

The next Part briefly introduces the historical and geopolitical contexts underlying the relationship between Ethiopia and Eritrea. Part III critically analyzes Ethiopia’s ownership claim over Assab in light of international law and asserts that Ethiopia lacks a legitimate ownership claim over Assab or any parts of the Red Sea. Part IV, considering Ethiopia’s status as a landlocked country, explores its potential rights under international law including the UN Convention on the Law of Sea (UNCLOS). The final Part concludes this piece and urges both Ethiopia and Eritrea to work for their mutual benefit through cooperation and regional integration.

II. BRIEF HISTORICAL AND GEOPOLITICAL OVERVIEW

Although Ethiopia and Eritrea share a contested precolonial history,14 this Part focuses only on their colonial and postcolonial history. It commences by briefly summarizing the events leading to the colonization of Eritrea, its integration with—and subsequent secession from—Ethiopia. It then describes the border war between the two countries and highlights the decision of the Ethiopian and Eritrean Boundary Commission (EEBC).

14. Ethiopian scholars argue that Eritrea was an integral part of Ethiopia before colonization. See e.g., Haile, supra note 1, at 482 (“The territory now called ‘Eritrea’ has been an integral part of Ethiopia since the Aksumite era in the first century A.D.”). Eritrean scholars, on the other hand, argue that “Eritrea was not historically part of ancient Ethiopia.” See, e.g., Isaias Teklia Berhe, Anomalous or Legitimate Covetousness: Scholarly Echoes of Ethiopia’s Claim of Sovereign Right for Access to the Sea Under International Law, 1 ICES 2016 PROCEEDINGS 543, 545 (2016). Yet, another perspective argues only some part of Eritrea was part of ancient Ethiopia. HAGGAI ERLICH, THE STRUGGLE OVER ERITREA, 1962–1978, at 11–12 (1983):

[T]he Muslim-populated areas of western and northern Eritrea, were never (with the exception of short insignificant episodes) under the political control of Ethiopian emperors . . . On the other hand, the core regions of today’s Eritrea (essentially, the Christian-populated central highlands) were undoubtedly an integral part—indeed, the cradle—of Ethiopian civilization, statehood, and history.
A. Eritrea’s Colonization and Reunification with Ethiopia

The process of Eritrean colonization began in the 1870s when the Italian Rubattino Navigation Company began buying lands in the Assab Red Sea coastal area from local sultans.15 By the early 1880s, these lands “became the property of the Italian Government. In 1885 Italians landed in Massawa, and two years later they moved inland; however, they were defeated at Dogali by Ras Alula, the Governor of “Mareb Mellash” (Eritrea).”16

In late 1888, Ras Alula ventured to northwestern Ethiopia to aid Emperor Yohannes IV’s fight against the Mahdist forces in Metema.17 Seizing this opportunity, Italy occupied Asmara.18 On March 10, 1889, Emperor Yohannes IV died at the battle of Metema, and Italian forces marched towards the highland of Ethiopia.19 On May 2, 1889, Emperor Menilek II signed the Wichale Treaty, recognizing Italy’s occupation of Eritrea.20 The Treaty has both Italian and Amharic versions, and Italy, using Article XVII of the Italian version as a pretext, proclaimed itself as a protectorate of Ethiopia.21 It then began incursion into the central part of Ethiopia and suffered a humiliating defeat by Ethiopia at the Battle of Adwa on March 1, 1896.22 In the same

---

15. See Haile, supra note 1, at 482; see also Berhe, supra note 14, at 547.
16. See Haile, supra note 1, at 482–83. It should be noted that by 1884, Alula had already “established the town of Asmara as his capital, centralized Eritrea’s administration and economy, and asserted his control over Keren and what later became western Eritrea.” ERLICH, supra note 14, at 12.
17. ERLICH, supra note 14, at 12; Haile, supra note 1, at 483, quoting EDWARD ULLENDORFF, THE ETHIOPIANS: AN INTRODUCTION TO COUNTRY AND PEOPLE 91 (1973).
18. ERLICH, supra note 14, at 12.
19. See id.; see also Haile, supra note 1, at 483.
21. PANKHURST, supra note 20; see also ZEWDE, supra note 20, at 75. The Italian version reads: “His Majesty the King of Kings of Ethiopia consents to make use of the Italian Government for any negotiations which he may enter into with other Powers or Governments.” Sven Rubenson, The Protectorate Paragraph of the Wichale Treaty, 5 J. AFR. Hist. 243, 244 (1964). The Amharic version reads: “የኢትዮጵያ ግንጋገር ከግራ ከዕጽ ይሆን ከማዴሽ ይጠብቻ ይይን መለስ ይታወስ እንቅስ ይታቅር.” See Rubenson, supra, at 250. The Translation of the Amharic version reads: “The King of Kings of Ethiopia, with the kings of Europe, for all the matters which he wants, it shall be possible for him to communicate with the assistance of the Italian government.” Rubenson, supra, at 250.
22. Haile, supra note 1, at 483; ZEWDE, supra note 20, at 76-79; see also PANKHURST, supra note 20, at 185-92.
year, Ethiopia signed the Treaty of Addis Ababa with Italy, acknowledging the Italian colonial rule over Eritrea. Ethiopia also signed the 1900 Treaty with Italy, the 1902 Treaty with Great Britain, and the 1908 Treaty with Italy, all of which would help define the Ethiopia-Eritrean boundary.

For the next four decades, Italy ruled Eritrea as its colony, respecting Ethiopia’s sovereignty, and territorial integrity. However, in October 1935, fascist Italy invaded Ethiopia, forcing Emperor Haile Selassie into exile and gaining control of the capital city, Addis Ababa, in May 1936. Ethiopian patriots fiercely resisted Mussolini’s forces until World War II erupted in 1941, allowing emperor Haile Selassie returned with British forces. The same year, Ethiopia defeated Italy with the help of Britain and regained its independence.

Following World War II, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United States, and France forced Italy to relinquish its colonies in Africa, including Eritrea. As a result, Eritrea fell under British military administration between 1941 and 1952. By 1950, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) issued Resolution 390A, deciding that “Eritrea shall constitute an autonomous unit

---

23. PANKHURST, supra note 20, at 192; Haile, supra note 1, at 483; ZEWDE, supra note 20, at 83-84.
24. See The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 140.
25. Id.
27. PANKHURST, supra note 20, at 243–49.
28. See id. at 238, 243–49.
29. See Treaty of Peace with Italy art. 23 ¶ 1, Feb. 10, 1947, 49 U.N.T.S. 139 [hereinafter the 1947 Treaty]. The 1947 Treaty explicitly stated that “[t]he final disposal” of the Italian colonies in Africa “shall be determined jointly by the Governments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of France” as specified in the joint declaration of February 10, 1947. Id. art. 23 ¶ 3. The joint declaration, replicated in the 1947 Treaty as Annex XI, also provided that if, within one year from the coming into force of the 1947 Treaty, these governments were “unable to agree upon [the] disposal” of the former Italian colonies, “the matter shall be referred to the General Assembly of the United Nations for a recommendation, and the Four Powers agree to accept the recommendation and to take appropriate measures for giving effect to it.” Id. annex XI, ¶ 3. Since the Four Powers failed to reach an agreement, the final disposal of Eritrea was brought before the UN General Assembly (UNGA). Haile, supra note 1, at 484.
30. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 104.
federated with Ethiopia under the sovereignty of the Ethiopian Crown.”31 Two years later, Eritrea was federated with Ethiopia.32 However, “On 15 November 1962, the [Eritrean] assembly voted its own dissolution and Eritrea’s full reunification with Ethiopia.”33 Thus, Eritrea became the fourteenth province of Ethiopia, and Eritreans began an armed struggle for independence.34

In 1974, Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam, a leader of the Dergue, or military junta, overthrew Emperor Haile Selassie.35 By 1988, the military regime established Assab as an autonomous region under the Afar people’s administration.36 Meanwhile, the

---

31. G.A. Res. 390A, U.N. GAOR, 5th Sess., Supp. No. 20, at 20, U.N. Doc. A/1775, ¶ 1 (1950) [hereinafter Resolution 390A]. It should be noted that the UNGA issued Resolution 289 (V) on November 21, 1949, establishing a Commission, comprising members from Burma, Guatemala, Norway, Pakistan, and South Africa. G.A. Res. 289 (IV), U.N. GAOR, 5th Sess., Supp. No. 1, at 11, U.N. Doc. A/1287 (1949). The Commission was tasked “to ascertain more fully the wishes and the best means of promoting the welfare of the inhabitants of Eritrea, to examine the question of the disposal of Eritrea and to prepare a report for the solution of the problem Eritrea.” Id. After an extensive five-month investigation, the Commission submitted its report to the UNGA in 1950. Considering “[t]he close affinities between . . . Eritrean and Ethiopian peoples, the strong demand for reunion by the majority of Eritreans, [and] the common strategic interests of the two countries,” the delegates of Burma, Norway, and South Africa recommended that “the best solution for Eritrea must be based on close political association with Ethiopia.” Rep. of the United Nations Commission for Eritrea, U.N. GAOR, 5th Sess., Supp. No. 8, ¶ 159, U.N. Doc. A/1285 (1950). The delegates of Burma and South Africa accordingly proposed to the UNGA that Eritrea should be reunited with Ethiopia as “a self-governing unit of a federation.” Id. ¶ 170. Meanwhile, the delegate of Norway agreed with the reunification of “the whole territory of Eritrea” with Ethiopia, provided that the Western Province remained under British control provisionally. Id. ¶ 183. In contrast, the delegates from Guatemala and Pakistan proposed “placing the [Eritrean] territory under direct trusteeship by the United Nations for a maximum period of ten years, at the end of which it should become completely independent.” Id. ¶ 265.

32. Haile, supra note 1, at 487; see also The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 105.

33. ERLICH, supra note 14, at 9.


35. Haile, supra note 1, at 487; see also The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 105.

Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) allied with other liberation fronts like the Tigray Peoples Liberation Front (TPLF) continued fighting the military regime until the Dergue was overthrown in 1991.

**B. Eritrean Independence, and the War Between Ethiopia and Eritrea**

In May 1991, the EPLF and the TPLF ousted the military junta and controlled Addis Ababa.\(^{37}\) Eritrea immediately gained de facto independence from Ethiopia.\(^{38}\) Meanwhile, the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF),\(^ {39}\) led by TPLF, formed a transitional government in Ethiopia.\(^ {40}\) The Transitional Charter, which provided rules and principles for the transitional period, recognized “[t]he right of nations, nationalities, and peoples . . . . to self-determination of independence.”\(^ {41}\) In April, 1993, Eritreans exercised this right in a referendum, decisively voting for their independence.\(^ {42}\) Ethiopia swiftly recognized Eritrea’s independence,\(^ {43}\) and on May 1993, the UN Security Council (UNSC) recognized Eritrea as one of the “independent states” in the region.\(^ {44}\) The resolution took into account the international community’s recognition of the country’s sovereignty and independence.

---

37. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 105.
41. Id. art. 2.
42. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 105.
43. See id.
28, 1993, Eritrea officially became a member of the United Nations. In Ethiopia thus became a landlocked country.

In subsequent years, the two countries had an exemplary relationship: they "maintained an open border," and trusted each other to the extent "that the arsenal of one might be shared with that of the other." Ethiopia continued using the ports in Eritrea freely, while Eritrea used Ethiopian Birr as its currency. However, the good neighborship between the two sisterly nations deteriorated in May 1998 when the Eritrean forces invaded Ethiopia and occupied the town of Badme. After two years of devastating war, Ethiopia defeated Eritrea and liberated its territories. In June 2000, the two countries agreed to cease hostilities and eventually signed the Agreement Between the Government of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and the Government of the State of Ethiopia (Algiers Agreement).

The Algiers Agreement established "a neutral Boundary Commission . . . with a mandate to delimit and demarcate the colonial treaty border based on pertinent colonial treaties (1900, 1902 and 1908) and applicable international law." The Boundary Commission awarded the town of Badme to Eritrea.

46. Id.
48. Id. at 84.
49. Fry, supra note 3, at 135. (“Ethiopia, by most accounts, successfully had won the war by 2000, if not by 1999.”).
52. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 22: Since Badme village . . . lay on what was found to be the Eritrean side of the treaty line, there was no need for the Commission to consider any evidence of
Ethiopia refused to comply with the “final and binding” ruling of the Commission, characterizing it as “totally illegal, unjust and irresponsible.”

Eritrea demanded an unconditional and immediate implementation of the Boundary Commission’s decision. As a result, the two countries became locked in an intractable stalemate until Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed came to power in Ethiopia in 2018 and unconditionally accepted the ruling of the commission. The same year Ethiopia and Eritrea signed the Jeddah Treaty, officially ending the “no war, no peace” state of affairs and normalizing their relationship. Recently, however, this relationship has deteriorated due to Ethiopia’s claim for access to the Red Sea.

III. DECONSTRUCTING ETHIOPIA’S ARGUMENTS FOR SOVEREIGN ACCESS TO RED SEA

Given the economic and geopolitical significance of the Red Sea, Ethiopian scholars offered several legal arguments to justify Ethiopia’s sovereignty claim over the coastal area of Assab. Some scholars, considering Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia as a material breach of the “pertinent colonial treaties,” argue that the treaties that established the boundary between Ethiopia and Eritrea are null and void, and that the Assab region belongs to Ethiopia. Others invoke UNGA Resolution 390A, which recognizes Eritrean governmental presence there, although Eritrea did in fact submit such evidence. Moreover, even some maps submitted by Ethiopia . . . marked Badme village as being on the Eritrean side of that line.

See also SALLY HEALY & MARTIN PLAUT, ETHIOPIA AND ERITREA: ALLERGIC TO PERSUASION 4 (2007) (“Once it became clear that Badme had been awarded to Eritrea, Ethiopia began to row back from full acceptance.”).

53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Ethiopia’s Abiy Ahmed: The Nobel Prize Winner who Went to War, supra note 6.
57. Omer, supra note 9; Zelalem, supra note 11; Kinyua, supra note 11.
“Ethiopia’s legitimate need for adequate access to the sea” and asserts that Ethiopia is entitled to own Assab since the resolution supersedes the former colonial treaties. A third view contends that TPLF and EPLF had no legitimate authority to alter the “internal law” of Ethiopia by making the Assab region part of Eritrea, and that “any future government can raise this violation of Ethiopia’s internal law to repudiate current arrangements, even if they are UN sanctioned, and legally restore the Assab Region back to Ethiopia.” Yet, another perspective invokes the principle of uti possidetis juris, which requires that newly independent States inherit pre-independence boundaries and argues that Eritrea cannot inherit Assab port as it was a self-administering province before Eritrean independence. Finally, a fifth view contends that “Ethiopia can invoke the right of the Afar people around Assab to self-determination and to join the majority of the Afar in Ethiopia.”

To take on these arguments in turn, the first argument, on the impact of Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia, presupposes the existence of material breaches of the 1900, 1902, and 1908 treaties. Article 60 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), which is considered customary international law by the International Court of Justice (ICJ), allows States to

59. Resolution 390A, supra note 31, pmbl. C.
60. Kahsay, supra note 58, at 3-4; see also Ayele, supra note 58 (“[I]n December, 1950, the United Nations General Assembly, after due consultations with Eritrean parties and peoples, decided by Res. 390 A (V) that Eritrea be an ‘autonomous federated unit under the sovereignty of the Ethiopian Crown.’ If one is to invoke border regime documents this United Nations Document could certainly qualify as defining a border regime that has more validity in the course of the region’s long checked history than defunct colonial ‘treaties.’”)
62. MALCOLM N. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW 290 (6TH ED. 2008) (“In terms of the concept of the freezing of territorial boundaries as at the moment of independence (save by mutual consent), the norm is referred to as uti possidetis juris.”).
63. See Kahsay, supra note 58, at 74. See generally Brehan, supra note 61.
64. Kahsay, supra note 58, at 75.
terminate, in whole or in part, a bilateral treaty if the other party violates "a provision essential to the accomplishment of the object or purpose of the treaty." The main purpose of these colonial treaties was to settle longstanding frontier questions among Ethiopia, Eritrea (an Italian colony), and to some extent Sudan (a British colony). In invading Ethiopia and including its territories into the Italian East Africa colony, Italy arguably committed a material breach of these colonial treaties, opening the door for Ethiopia to terminate part or whole of these treaties. As a result, Ethiopia declared the treaties “null and void” on September 11, 1952.

However, instead of renegotiating boundaries, Ethiopia recognized Eritrea with its colonial boundaries in 1993. And, following the devastating two-year war with Eritrea, Ethiopia agreed, in the Algiers Agreement, that the boundaries between Eritrea and Ethiopia should be delimited and demarcated based on the 1900, 1902, and 1908 colonial treaties. Then, the Boundary Commission, relying on these colonial treaties and an agreement concluded between Ethiopia and Eritrea in 1994, concluded that the parties “placed their common boundary at Bure,” a checkpoint sixty kilometers away from the Assab Red Sea coastal area. Therefore, given Ethiopia’s own willful admission that colonial treaties established its boundaries with Eritrea, and considering the Boundary Commission’s decision that “the boundary between [Ethiopia and Eritrea] occurred at Bure,” it is hardly possible for Ethiopia to invoke material breach and claim the coastal area of Assab.

67. VCLT, supra note 65, art. 60.
68. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 130–32 (The object and purpose of the 1900 Treaty was “the desire to regulate the question of the frontier between the Colony of Eritrea and Ethiopia which has remained open since the conclusion of the Treaty of Peace of Addis Ababa of the 26th October 1896.”); see also id. at 146 (“[T]he [1902] treaty was intended to determine a boundary.”).
69. Id. at 105.
70. Id. at 171.
71. Algiers Agreement II, supra note 51, art. 4 ¶ 2.
72. The Border Commission’s Decision, supra note 2, at 170.
73. Id.
The second argument combines a pair of premises (1) that the United Nations recognized Ethiopia’s legitimate access to the sea, and (2) that the UNGA Resolution 390A supersedes the former colonial treaties.\textsuperscript{74} Regarding the first premise, the United Nations, issuing Resolution 390A, did consider “Ethiopia’s legitimate need for adequate access to the sea” in 1950 when it federated Eritrea with Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{75} However, the same organ also recognized the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Eritrea when it became independent in 1993 with the blessing of Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{76} The United Nations’ recognition of Ethiopia’s access to the Red Sea does not contradict the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Eritrea as Ethiopia can exercise its right to access the sea based on the UN Convention on the Law of Sea (UNCLOS).\textsuperscript{77} As demonstrated below, UNCLOS recognizes “the right of access to and from the sea” and “freedom of transit” of landlocked states.\textsuperscript{78} However, even if the recognition contradicts Eritrea’s sovereignty, it does not entitle Ethiopia to claim sovereignty over the Assab coastal areas. For starters, per the later-in-time, or \textit{lex posterior}, principle, the later UN recognition prevails over the former under international law.\textsuperscript{79} Moreover, since the Resolution does not delineate boundaries, determining the boundary between the two countries requires further negotiations. Yet, as indicated above, Ethiopia and Eritrea concluded an agreement in 1994 and “limit[ed] . . . their respective territorial sovereignty” at Bure.\textsuperscript{80} Given that this fact was clearly recognized by the Boundary Commission, it would be impossible for Ethiopia to claim sovereignty over the coastal areas of Assab under the pretext of a “legitimate need for adequate access to the sea” enshrined in Resolution 390A.

The second premise, which invokes Resolution 390A to invalidate the 1900, 1902, and 1908 colonial treaties, is not grounded in international law. The \textit{lex posterior} principle under

\textsuperscript{74} Kahsay, \textit{supra} note 58, at 3-4; see also Ayele, \textit{supra} note 58, at 4.
\textsuperscript{75} Resolution 390A, \textit{supra} note 31, pmbl. C.
\textsuperscript{76} The Border Commission’s Decision, \textit{supra} note 2, at 105.
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id.} art. 125.
\textsuperscript{79} VCLT, \textit{supra} note 65, art. 59.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{See} The Border Commission’s Decision, \textit{supra} note 2, at 171.
international law permits states to supersede past treaties by concluding a new treaty governing the same matter.\textsuperscript{81} However, the assertion that Resolution 390A replaced the colonial treaties is questionable. First, per Article 59 of the VCLT, the later treaty supersedes the prior treaty when the two conflict on an analogous point of international law.\textsuperscript{82} Here, Resolution 390A is not a legally-binding treaty capable of abrogating the pre-existing treaties. Under the UN Charter, only the UN Security Council has the power to issue binding resolutions and the resolutions of the UNGA are non-binding recommendations.\textsuperscript{83} Resolution 390A was issued by the UNGA, and therefore it is not legally binding to abrogate 1900, 1902, and 1908 colonial treaties.

Even assuming, arguendo, that Resolution 390A is a legally binding instrument, it can still be abrogated by subsequent treaties. As noted above, Ethiopia recognized Eritrean independence with its colonial territories in 1993,\textsuperscript{84} concluded the 1994 Agreement determining its boundary with Eritrea at Bure,\textsuperscript{85} and signed the Algiers Agreement, consenting that the boundaries between Eritrea and Ethiopia should be delimited and demarcated based on the 1900, 1902, and 1908 colonial treaties.\textsuperscript{86} Therefore, Eritrea can invoke all these agreements to invalidate Resolution 390A based on the \textit{lex posterior} principle.

The third argument, which invokes the “violation of Ethiopia’s internal law to repudiate current arrangements,”\textsuperscript{87} is misleading. Although it is true that the TPLF-led EPRDF was not elected democratically when Eritrea became independent in 1993, it had the legal mandate to alter the “internal law” of Ethiopia and recognize Eritrea’s independence.\textsuperscript{88} The Transitional Charter, which entitled nations, nationalities, and

\begin{flushright}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{81} VCLT, \textit{supra} note 65, art. 59.
  \item \textsuperscript{82} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{83} U.N. Charter art. 12 (indicating that the UNGA may make recommendations); see also id. art. 25 (“The Members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the present Charter.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{84} The Border Commission’s Decision, \textit{supra} note 2, at 105.
  \item \textsuperscript{85} Id. at 170.
  \item \textsuperscript{86} Algiers Agreement II, \textit{supra} note 51, art. 4 ¶ 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{87} Brehan, \textit{supra} note 61.
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Transitional Charter, \textit{supra} note 40, arts. 2, 8, 9(d), 9(h).
\end{itemize}
\end{flushright}
peoples to the right of self-determination up to secession, explicitly empowered the “Transitional Government . . . [to] exercise all legal and political responsibility for the governance of Ethiopia” including, inter alia, “initiation and promulgation of proclamations” and the conclusion and ratification of “international agreements.” Moreover, when the EPRDF signed the Algiers Agreement in 2000 and consented to the boundaries of Ethiopia and Eritrea based on colonial treaties, it was an elected government effectively administering Ethiopia. Therefore, Ethiopia cannot legitimately claim that the EPRDF-led government did not have legal authority.

Even assuming, arguendo, that the EPRDF-led government lacked legal authority, Ethiopia cannot legitimately dispute the current arrangement based on the violation of its internal law. First, per the precedent of ICJ in Cameroon v. Nigeria, “there is no general legal obligation for States to keep themselves informed of legislative and constitutional developments in other States which are or may become important for the international relations of these States.” In that case, the Court declined to require the observance of internal laws for the conclusion of international agreements based on the assumption that the Head of State or government represents their States in the conclusion of treaties. Here, the recognition of Eritrea’s independence in 1993, the 1994 Agreement, and the Algiers Agreement all were concluded by the head of government of Ethiopia. Therefore, Ethiopia cannot invoke the violation of its internal law and invalidate these agreements. Moreover, Article 27 of the VCLT, which is considered a reflection of customary international law, clearly establishes that States cannot invoke “internal law as justification for . . . [their] failure to perform a treaty.”

89. See generally Transitional Charter, supra note 40, art. 2.
90. Id. art. 8.
91. Id. art. 9 (d).
92. Id. art. 9 (b)
94. Id. ¶ 265.
95. SHAW, supra note 62, at 134; MARK E. VILLIGER, COMMENTARY ON THE 1969 VIENNA CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF TREATIES, 374–75 (2009)
96. VCLT, supra note 65, art. 27.
Therefore, despite the fact that EPRDF-led government was not democratically elected, Ethiopia can legally be bound by its international acts and agreements under that regime as a matter of international law.

The fourth argument relies inappropriately on the principle of *uti possidetis juris*, which requires newly independent States to inherit the boundaries in place at the time of independence.\(^97\) As noted, Ethiopia made Assab an autonomous region under the administration of the Afar people in 1988.\(^98\) However, the practice—which lasted only three years—is too short to crystallize as customary international law. Even assuming that it did crystallize as customary international law, the principle of *uti possidetis juris* could only allow Ethiopia to claim Assab and negotiate its boundaries with Eritrea in the early 1990s. However, now in the aftermath of the Algiers Agreement, and the decision of the Boundary Commission, it would be impossible for Ethiopia to claim the coastal areas of Assab based on the principle of *uti possidetis juris*.

The last argument, which proposes the annexation of Assab to Ethiopia under the pretext of the self-determination of the Afar people, is akin to Russia’s annexation of Crimea. In the early 1990s, Ukraine gained independence following the balkanization of the former Soviet Union.\(^99\) After independence, Ukraine and Russia concluded various agreements recognizing Ukraine’s sovereignty over Crimea,\(^100\) even though the significant majority of its residents were Russian.\(^101\) In February 2014, following the Ukrainian parliament’s overthrow of President Yanukovych, Russians in Crimea, with the support of the Russian Federation, assumed control of Crimea.\(^102\) In a matter of weeks, Russian forces intervened in the territories of Ukraine; Crimea declared its independence; the people of Crimea voted via referendum to
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join the Federation of Russia; and Russia formally annexed Crimea. 103

This contemporary precedent resembles the argument proposing the annexation of Assab to Ethiopia. Like Ukraine, Eritrea became independent following the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s. Ethiopia and Eritrea, akin to Russia and Ukraine, entered into boundary agreements recognizing Eritrea’s sovereignty over Assab even though Assab’s residents—primarily Afars—have significant ties to Ethiopia. 104 Accordingly, like Russia, Ethiopia could annex Assab into its territory, thus encouraging the Afar people to declare their independence and join Ethiopia.

However, if Ethiopia follows through with the proposal and annexes Assab into its territory, its actions would violate the UN Charter. 105 Under international law, the Afar people in Assab have the right to self-determination within the State of Eritrea. 106 This right, however, does not extend to seceding from the State of Eritrea and “join[ing] the majority of the Afar in Ethiopia.” 108 If Ethiopia uses the Afar people and annexes Assab, it would commit “acts of aggression,” violating one of the jus cogens norms of international law—the prohibition of “the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.” 109 Therefore, Ethiopia cannot legitimately claim sovereignty over the coastal areas of Assab.

IV. ETHIOPIA’S LEGITIMATE RIGHTS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Having established that Ethiopia lacks legitimate ownership claim over coastal areas of Assab, this Part now considers Ethiopia as a landlocked State (“a State which has no sea-coast” 110) and
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explores its legitimate rights under international law. It first briefly reflects on the theoretical debates regarding the right of access of landlocked States to the sea and the sovereignty of coastal States, and it thereafter scrutinizes Ethiopia’s rights under various international instruments, including UNCLOS.

A. Theories Justifying the Right of Access to the Sea for Landlocked States

Several theories have been developed to justify why landlocked States should have the right of access to the sea. The first theory, derived from Hugo Grotius’s natural law theory, asserts that since oceans belong to all nations (*res communis*), landlocked States have the sovereign right to free transit and exercise their rights in the high seas. The second theory, derived from the notion of servitude in Roman law, contends that landlocked States have servitude to navigate through the territories of neighboring States. In this context, the notion of servitude enables landlocked States to “obtain *stricto jure*, as enclave States, an access to the sea by establishing in their favor a servitude of passage grafting the nation whose territory forms an obstacle to this communication.” The third theory considers access to the sea as a “fundamental necessity” for the economic development of all nations and asserts that landlocked States should have “the right of passage . . . provided only that its exercise cause no damage to interests of the transit State.” The fourth and final theory, derived from the principle of innocent passage, contended that “the right of land-locked States to free transit over land is the same as recognized in territorial waters as a right of innocent passage.”
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Although landlocked States used these theories to justify their growing demand to freely access the Sea, coastal States pushed back, claiming “sovereign jurisdiction over all activities in their territories . . . “116 These States often invoke the principle of sovereignty and territorial integrity to prohibit landlocked States from traversing through their territories.117 As a result, the landlocked States began calling for the recognition of their right of access to the sea under international law.118

B. The Evolutive Development of the Law of Access to the Sea

The development of the law towards recognizing the right of access of landlocked States to the sea began in 1921 at the Barcelona Conference where the Statute of Transit was adopted.119 The Statute required “the Contracting States . . . [to] facilitate free transit by rail or waterway on routes in use convenient for international transit.”120 However, the Statute carved out exceptions to the principle of freedom transit, allowing transit States to prohibit the transit of passengers or goods forbidden in their territories, and take other exceptional measures, “in case of an emergency affecting . . . [their] safety . . . or vital interests . . . .” 121

Although the Barcelona Statute was a step in the right direction, it did not impose meaningful obligations on transit States.122 As a result, landlocked States, especially in Asia, continued urging the international community to fully recognize their right of access to the Sea.123 In 1957, the UNGA issued a resolution and recommended that an “[international] conference should study the question of free access to the sea of land-locked countries, as established by international practice of
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treaties.”124 After several meetings, the Convention on the High Seas (1958 Convention) was adopted in 1958.125 The 1958 Convention recognized landlocked States’ right to freely access the sea and “enjoy the freedom of the seas on equal terms with coastal States.”126 However, in what seems to be a “one gives and another takes” scenario, the 1958 Convention required a preliminary agreement between coastal States127 and landlocked States guaranteeing the latter, “on a basis of reciprocity, free transit through their territory.”128 Thus, the Convention imposed virtually no obligation on coastal States.

In the subsequent years, the landlocked States continued calling for the recognition of the right of free access to the sea. In 1965, the United Nations adopted the New York Convention on Transit Trade of Land-locked States (the New York Convention) and recognized “the right of each land-locked State of free access to the sea [as] an essential principle for the expansion of international trade and economic development.”129 The New York Convention afforded identical rights to “vessels flying the flag of land-locked countries . . . and vessels flying the flag of coastal States . . . .”130 It also stipulated that “[f]reedom of transit shall be granted . . . for traffic in transit and means of transport,”131 and that the “rules governing the use of means of transport . . . shall be established by common agreement.”132 Moreover, it exempted traffic in transit from any tax or customs duties,133 required coastal States, “[e]xcept in cases of force majeure . . . to avoid delays in or restrictions on traffic in transit,”134 and recommended the establishment of “free zones or
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other customs facilities . . . at the ports of entry and exit in the transit States.”

The New York Convention also considered the interests of coastal states. It allowed coastal States to prohibit the transit of passengers or goods forbidden in their territories, and impose restrictions on freedom of transit in exceptional circumstances. Moreover, like the 1958 Convention, the New York Convention required the application of its “provisions . . . on a basis of reciprocity.” As with the 1958 Convention, the requirement of reciprocity clearly indicated how the New York Convention failed to distinguish “the needs for transit arising from the geographical location of States having no sea coast” from “other transit serving only to facilitate transport and communication.” This factor and the fact that the New York Convention was ratified by only a handful of coastal States necessitated landlocked States to push for a global convention, under the auspices of the third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea.

C. The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea

Following painstaking negotiations, the third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea produced the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in September 1982, and opened it for signature on December 10, 1982. UNCLOS, initially lauded as a “constitution for the oceans,” is a comprehensive treaty addressing “virtually all uses of the oceans.” Although UNCLOS provides general frameworks for almost all aspects of
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the oceans, it specifically recognizes the rights of landlocked States, confirming their “right of access to and from the sea” and “freedom of transit through the territory of transit States by all means of transport.”\textsuperscript{144} UNCLOS designated Part X to elaborate on the right of access in detail. In this regard, Article 125 provides,

1. Land-locked States shall have the right of access to and from the sea for the purpose of exercising the rights provided for in this Convention including those relating to the freedom of the high seas and the common heritage of mankind. To this end, land-locked States shall enjoy freedom of transit through the territory of transit States by all means of transport.

2. The terms and modalities for exercising freedom of transit shall be agreed between the land-locked States and transit States concerned through bilateral, subregional or regional agreements.

3. Transit States, in the exercise of their full sovereignty over their territory, shall have the right to take all measures necessary to ensure that the rights and facilities provided for in this Part for land-locked States shall in no way infringe their legitimate interests.\textsuperscript{145}

In the context of Ethiopia and Eritrea, Article 125 entitles Ethiopia to the right to access the Red Sea, and to enjoy the freedom of transit through the territories of Eritrea.\textsuperscript{146} However, the article is not enforceable against Eritrea since it has not signed or ratified the UNCLOS.\textsuperscript{147} Even if it were enforceable, the article
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equally recognizes Eritrea’s full sovereignty over its territory, granting it the right to protect its legitimate interests by imposing restrictions on Ethiopia’s access to the Red Sea. Additionally, the article requires Ethiopia to conclude an agreement with Eritrea to access the Red Sea through the territories of Eritrea. Ethiopia previously concluded an agreement with Italy, granting “Ethiopia a free zone in the Port of Asseb and allowed it to construct warehouses in the zone.” Ethiopia also signed the Transit and Port Services Agreement with Eritrea in 1993. However, following the border conflict between Ethiopia and Eritrea, the Boundary Commission found that the agreement had “ceased to be operative” because of the war. Since then, there is no publicly accessible agreement between the two countries regarding access to the Red Sea.

If and when Eritrea accedes to the UNCLOS, Article 127 would exempt Ethiopia from “any customs duties, taxes or other charges” within the territories of Eritrea. It also prohibits Eritrea from charging Ethiopia for “[m]eans of transport . . . higher than those levied for the use of means of transport of the transit State.” According to Article 128, Ethiopia and Eritrea may establish free zones or other customs facilities. While Article 129 provides guidelines for the two countries to cooperate “in the construction and improvement of means of transport,” Article 130 requires Eritrea to “take all appropriate measures to avoid delays or other difficulties of a technical nature in traffic in transit.”
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cooperate when such delays nevertheless occur.\textsuperscript{156} Article 131, which governs equal treatment in maritime ports, stipulates that ships flying Ethiopia’s flag “shall enjoy treatment equal to that accorded to other foreign ships in maritime ports.”\textsuperscript{157}

In addition to the right to access to the sea, the UNCLOS recognized other rights of landlocked States. According to Article 69, for instance:

\begin{quote}
Land-locked States shall have the right to participate, on an equitable basis, in the exploitation of an appropriate part of the surplus of the living resources of the exclusive economic zones \textsuperscript{158} of coastal States of the same subregion or region, taking into account the relevant economic and geographical circumstances of all the States concerned . . . .
\end{quote}

Accordingly, Article 69 entitled Ethiopia to equitably exploit living resources like fish in the EEZ of Eritrea, which extends 200 nautical miles into the sea from the baseline in the territorial sea, provided that there is a “surplus of living resources.”\textsuperscript{159}

Article 87 also recognizes Freedom of the high seas including, inter alia, freedom of navigation, overflight, fishing, and scientific research both to coastal and landlocked states.\textsuperscript{160} Article 90 further affirms the right of landlocked states “right to sail ships flying [their] flag on the high seas.”\textsuperscript{161} Importantly, the navigational rights of landlocked states are parts of customary international law.\textsuperscript{162} This means that Ethiopia can invoke these rights against Eritrea, despite Eritrea not being a party to UNCLOS. Moreover, the UNCLOS recognizes the notion of the “common heritage of mankind.”\textsuperscript{163} In the relevant part, Article 137 provides that “[n]o State shall claim . . . sovereign rights over any part of the [High Sea] or its resources, nor shall any State or natural or juridical person appropriate any part thereof.”\textsuperscript{164} It further adds that “[a]ll rights in the resources of the [High Sea]
are vested in mankind as a whole." 165 Certainly, the actual enjoyment of this right and effective exploitation of this common heritage requires access to and from the sea. Ethiopia can therefore invoke this principle to demand access to the Red Sea.

V. CONCLUSION

This Article argues that Ethiopia does not have a legitimate ownership claim over Assab or any parts of the Red Sea. Ethiopia could have legitimately claimed sovereignty over Assab when Eritrea gained independence in 1993 and before signing the Algiers Agreement in 2000. However, in mandating the Boundary Commission to demarcate the boundary between Ethiopia and Eritrea based on the 1900, 1902, and 1908 treaties, Ethiopia abandoned its ownership claim over Assab and any parts of the Red Sea. Therefore, it cannot legitimately claim that territory.

However, as Prime Minster Abiy Ahmed recently announced, Ethiopia may annex the coastal areas of Assab, and secure direct access to the Red Sea. 166 If Ethiopia annexes Assab, it will commit “acts of aggression,” violating one of the jus cogens norms of international law—the prohibition of “the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state.” 167 Indeed, this approach, if pursued, would have devastating socioeconomic and political consequences for the Horn of Africa and destabilize the entire region. It would certainly generate harsh condemnation from the international community. Given the absence of centralized enforcement mechanisms under international law, one may assume that Ethiopia would get away with such flagrant violations as Russia did after annexing Crimea. However, Ethiopia is not Russia: While Russia, a global power with a developed economy and increasing military capabilities, 168 has significant diplomatic leverage as a
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permanent member of the UN Security Council, Ethiopia is one of the least developed countries in the world. It cannot survive without assistance from foreign countries. Ethiopia could pay a significant price if it pursues the approach of annexing Assab.

Therefore, Ethiopia should accept that the EPRDF-led government abandoned its legitimate ownership claims over the port of Assab, refrain from defying international law, and forge a mutually beneficial initiative with Eritrea based on regional integration. This approach is beneficial to the entire Horn of Africa, and the economic development of the two countries. It would also boost Ethiopia’s stature globally—paving the way for Ethiopia to regain its leadership role in African diplomacy. More importantly, it would save lives, preventing the devastating war looming on the horizon.

Ultimately, both Ethiopia and Eritrea need to capitalize on the legal framework provided in the UNCLOS: Eritrea must accede to the UNCLOS, while Ethiopia should deposit its ratification to the United Nations as required under Article 308. The two countries must think beyond narrowly conceived national interests: they cannot afford to approach access to the Red Sea in zero-sum terms anymore. They must therefore replace their coercive and destabilizing policies with cooperation and regional integration.
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